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Abstract— In this paper, we consider coding schemes designed
for two nodes communicating with each other with the aid
of a relay node, which receives information from the two
nodes in the first time slot. At the relay node we combine a
powerful Superposition Coding (SPC) scheme with Iteratively-
Decoded Self-Concatenated Convolutional Codes (SECCC-ID),
which exchange mutual information between each other. It is
assumed that decoding errors may be encountered at the relay
node. The relay node then broadcasts this information in the
second time slot after re-encoding it, again, using a SECCC
encoder. At the destination, an amalgamated SPC-SECCC block
then detects and decodes the signal either with or without the aid
of a priori information. Our simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed scheme is capable of reliably operating at a lowBER
for transmission over both AWGN and uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading channels. We compare the proposed scheme’s performance
to a direct transmission link between the two sources havingthe
same throughput. Additionally, the SPC-SECCC system achieves
a low BER even for realistic error-infested relaying.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In Superposition Coded (SPC) schemes the multiple nodes’
information is code-multiplexed in order to generate the su-
perimposed and appropriately rotated composite signal, which
results in a high throughput [1]–[3]. Hence an outer channel-
coded SPC-aided bi-directional relaying arrangement is pro-
posed, which was considered in the context of a relay-aided
scenario in [4], [5] and in a two-user cooperative scenario
in [6], [7]. In [8] devised a SPC Aided Multiplexed Hybrid
ARQ (M-HARQ) scheme, where M-HARQ jointly encodes
the current new packet to be transmitted and any packets that
are about to be retransmitted.

The philosophy of concatenated coding schemes was pro-
posed by Forney in [9]. Turbo codes constitute a class of high-
performance error correction codes (ECC) based on parallel
concatenated convolutional codes (PCCC) of two or more
constituent codes, which were developed in [10]. Serially con-
catenated convolutional codes (SCCC) [11] have been shown
to yield a performance comparable, and in some cases superior,
to turbo codes. Iteratively-Decoded Self-Concatenated Convo-
lutional Codes (SECCC-ID) proposed by Benedettoet al. [12]
constitute another attractive family of iterative detection aided
schemes, which impose a low complexity, since they require
a single encoder and a single decoder.

The financial support of COMSATS Institute of Information Technology,
Islamabad under the auspices of Higher Education Commission, Pakistan and
that of the EPSRC UK, as well as of the EU Optimix project is gratefully
acknowledged.

The novel contribution of this paper is thatwe propose
an SPC aided bi-directional relaying scheme, which receives
information from the two communicating mobiles in the first
time slot and after detecting as well as decoding the infor-
mation retransmits it to the corresponding destinations during
the second time slot. In contrast to prior studies, the source-
to-relay link is not assumed to be error free, which was the
case in the Network Coding (NC) schemes of [6], [7]. In
contrast to [2], the system proposed does not rely on temporal
diversity, and it requires a lower number of time slots than the
solution in [2]. Our performance results show that the relay-
aided SPC arrangement requires a lower transmit power than
the direct transmission of information between the two mobile
users while maintaining the same throughput (η) and delay
(τ ), because both the relay-aided and direct scheme require
two time slots for their communications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe our system model and outline the architecture
of the bi-directional SPC-SECCC scheme proposed. Further-
more, the iterative receiver structure is also discussed. Section
III is dedicated to our performance evaluations. Finally, we
conclude our discourse in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Cooperation Model

The communication links seen in Fig 1 are subject to both
free-space path loss as well as to short-term uncorrelated
Rayleigh fading.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the bi-directional relay aided system.

Let Sab denote the distance between nodesa and b. The
path-loss between these nodes can be modelled by [13]:

P (ab) = K/Sα
ab , (1)

whereK is a constant that depends on the environment andα
is the path-loss exponent. For a free-space path-loss modelwe
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Fig. 2. SPC based SECCC-ID System (Phase I and II)

haveα = 2. The relationship between the energyEar received
at the relay node and that of the destination nodeEab can be
expressed as:

Ear =
P (ar)

P (ab)
Eab = GarEab , (2)

where Gar is the power-gain (or geometrical gain) [13]
experienced by the source-relay link with respect to the source-
destination link as a benefit of its reduced distance and path-
loss, which can be computed as:

Gar =

(

Sab

Sar

)2

. (3)

Similarly, the power-gain of the relay-destination link with
respect to the source-destination link can be formulated as:

Grb =

(

Sab

Srb

)2

. (4)

If xa,j is the jth symbol transmitted from nodea, the
average received Signal to Noise power Ratio (SNR) at node
b is given by:

SNRr =
E{Gab}E{|hab,j|

2}E{|xa,j |
2}

N0
=

Gab

N0
, (5)

where E{|hab,j|
2} = 1 and E{|xa,j |

2} = 1. For ease of
analysis, we define the ratio of the power transmitted from
nodea to the noise power encountered at the receiver of node
b as:

SNRt =
E{|xa,j |

2}

N0
=

1

N0
, (6)

which implies relating the noise and signal powers to each
other at different points in space - therefore we refer to it as
the equivalent SNRs. Hence, we have:

SNRr = SNRt Gab ,

γr = γt + 10 log10(Gab) [dB] , (7)

whereγr = 10 log10(SNRr) andγt = 10 log10(SNRt). There-
fore, we can achieve the desired SNRr either by changing
the transmit power or by selecting a relay at a different

geographical location. In order to quantify SNRr in terms of
Eb/N0, we have to consider the rateR of the SECCC encoder,
hence we haveEb/N0 = γ − 10 log10(R).

The bi-directional relaying arrangement relies on three
nodes, A, B and R, as shown in Fig 1. Node A and B intend to
communicate with each other with the aid of node R. This can
be achieved using any of the cooperation strategies outlined
in Table I.

Cooperation schemes T1 T2 T3 T4

Conventional Relaying A→R R→B B→R R→A
Network Coding A→R B→R R→A

R→B
SuperPosition Coding A→R R→A

B→R R→B

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS COOPERATION PHILOSOPHIES.

• Conventional relaying - Node A transmitsx1 to R in the
first time slot (T1), while R relays the message to Node
B in the second time slot (T2). Node B transmitsx2 to
R in the third slot (T3), while R relays the message to
Node B in the fourth time slot (T4).

• NC - Node A transmitsx1 to R in (T1). Node B transmits
x2 to R in (T2), while R relays the message to the
intended destination in (T3)1.

• SPC - Only two transmission phases are required. Node
A and B transmitsx1 andx2 to R in (T1) (Phase-I) and
R relays the message to the intended destination in (T2)
(Phase-II).

B. Phase I - Source to Relay Transmission

The basic block diagram of the SPC-SECCC scheme is
given in Fig 2, which relies on Phases I and II, representing
two different time slots. The Phase-I transmission may be con-
sidered as a two-user UpLink (UL) multiple access scenario,
where each user employs a powerful rate-R SECCC scheme
and QPSK modulation, for their transmission to R, which

1It is possible to achieve the same in two time slots by using Physical-Layer
Network Coding (PNC) [14] at the ’cost’ of the additional complexity of a
specially designed mapping scheme.
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plays the role of a BS. The two UL streams are separated by
a user-specific bit-interleaver, resulting the well-knownBit-
interleaved Coded Modulation [16], [17]. The discrete-time
system model may be written as:

yR = h1x1 + h2x2 + nR, (8)

whereyR, x1 and x2 denote the received signal at the relay
and the two transmitted signals emerge from sources A and B,
respectively. Furthermore,h1 andh2 denote the corresponding
fading coefficient between source A and the relay R as well
as between source B and the relay R, whilenR denotes the
complex-valued Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).

1) SECCC Encoding at Source:At the source node we
consider a rateR = 1/3 SECCC scheme combined with
Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation. Both
AWGN and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channel conditions
are considered.

As shown in Fig 3, the input bit sequence{b1} of the
self-concatenated encoder is interleaved for generating the
bit sequence{b2}. The resultant bit sequences are parallel-
to-serial converted and then fed to the Recursive Systematic
Convolutional (RSC) encoder, which employs the generator
polynomial G=[13 15] expressed in octal format and having a
rate ofR1 = 1

2 as well as a memory ofν = 3. Hence, for every
bit input to the SECCC encoder there are four output bits of
the RSC encoder. At the output of the encoder seen in Fig 3
there is an interleaver and then a rateR2 = 3

4 puncturer, which
punctures (does not transmit) one bit out of four encoded bits.
Hence, the overall code rate, R can be derived based on [18]
as

R =
R1

2 × R2
=

1/2

2 (3/4)
=

1

3
(9)

Puncturing is used in order to increase the achievable band-
width efficiencyη. Different codes have been designed in [19]
by varying the ratesR1 andR2. These bits are then mapped
to a QPSK symbol asx = µ(c1c0), whereµ(.) is the bit-
to-symbol mapping function. Hence the resultant bandwidth
efficiency is given byη = R × log2(4) = 0.67 bit/s/Hz,
assuming a Nyquist roll-off-factor ofα=0. The QPSK symbol
xs is then transmitted over the channel. The corresponding
SECCC-ID decoder of Fig. 3 has been further explained
in [15].

2) Multiuser Detection: A host of Multiuser Detection
(MUD) schemes may be invoked, including the powerful
but potentially complex Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection
scheme, sphere decoding [20], etc. Here we opt for employing
a low-complexity soft interference cancellation scheme [21].

Since a sufficiently long bit interleaver employed is capable
of mitigating the correlation between consecutive symbols, we
consider a particular symbol and aim for the detection of the
jth source’s symbolxj , where Eq. (8) may be rewritten as

yR = hjxj + ξ, (10)

with ξ representing the residual interference plus noise. By
approximatingξ as a joint Gaussian random vector, we can
model the extrinsic symbol probability as:

Pre(xj = x) ∝ exp
[

−|yR − ξ̂ − hjx|
2/2Vξ

]

, (11)

where x ∈ A is the particular realization drawn from the
modulation alphabetA. The estimated value ofξ and its
varianceVξ may be expressed as

ξ̂ =

2
∑

i=1

hix̂i − hj x̂j , (12)

Vξ =

2
∑

i=1

vi|hi|
2 + σ2 − vj |hj |

2, (13)

where the soft symbol̂xi and the ’instantaneous’ variancevi

are given by:

x̂i =
∑

x∈A

xPra(xj = x), (14)

vi =
∑

x∈A

|x|2Pra(xj = x) − |x̂i|
2. (15)

For the decoder of a binary code, the extrinsic non-binary
symbol probabilityPre(xj) may be converted to the bit-based
extrinsic LLR Le

MUD(sj = dq
j), q ∈ [1, Q], where we have

Q = log2 |A| and |A| is the cardinality, i.e. the number of
phases in the modulation alphabetA. The extrinsic LLR of
the resultant bit is thus given by:

Le
MUD(sj = dq

j) = log2

∑

x∈A
+
q

Pre(xj = x)Pra(xj = x)
∑

x∈A
−

q

Pre(xj = x)Pra(xj = x)
, (16)

where A+
q and A−

q denotes the two subsets ofA hosting
symbols with theirqth bit being +1 and -1, respectively.
It can be seen from Eq. (16) that in the derivation of the
extrinsic informationLe

MUD(sj = dq
j), only the a priori

symbol probabilityPra(xj = x) is needed, which is given
by:

Pra(xj = x) =
∏

q∈[1,Q]

1

2

{

1 + xq tanh
[

La
MUD(sj = dq

j)/2
]}

,
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wherexq ∈ {±1} is the qth bit’s polarity in symbolx. This
corresponds to a bit-LLR to symbol-probability conversion,
where the bit LLRLa

MUD(sj = dq
j) is gleaned from the output

of the SECCC-ID decoder block. It is then deinterleaved using
π−1

1 of Fig 2 to generateLa
DEC(c). The extrinsic LLRs of

the codeword are denoted byLe
DEC(c) at the output of the

SECCC-ID decoder, which are fed back to the MUD of Fig 2.
Then they are interleaved byπ1, thus completing the outer
iteration between the SECCC-ID decoder and the MUD. Soft-
Input Soft-Output (SISO)Maximum A Posteriori Probability
(MAP) SECCC-ID decoder [22] first calculates the extrinsic
LLR of the information bits, namelyLe(b1) andLe(b2). Then
they are appropriately interleaved to yield thea priori LLRs
of the information bits, namelyLa(b1) andLa(b2), as shown
in Fig 3. Self-concatenated decoding proceeds, until a fixed
number of iterations is reached. Apart from having inner self-
concatenated iterations in the SECCC decoder, a fixed number
of outer iterations exchange extrinsic information between the
decoder and the MUD [23] in order to yield the decoded bits
b̂1. A similar procedure is followed, when generatingb̂2.

C. Phase II - Relay to Source Transmission

At the relay re-encoding of̂b1 and b̂2 is carried out using
a rate-R SECCC encoder and the resultant QPSK modulated
signals arêx1 and x̂2. These are re-transmitted asxR.

We hence focus our attention on source A, which received
the signalyA = h1xR + nA, where the transmitted signalxR

generated by the SPC scheme may be written as:

xR = ρx̂1 + (1 − ρ)x̂2, (17)

with ρ being the amplitude scaling factor used at the relay for
SPC and we simply assumeρ = 1/2 in our paper. Node A
receivesy1 = h1 ∗f(b̂1)+h1 ∗f(b̂2)+n1, where the function
f(.) represents the SECCC encoding. Since A has its owna
priori information ofb1, it will first constructf(b1) using the
same encoding function at the relay’s transmiter and subtracts
the information from the received signaly1 and then decodes
B’s information as seen in Fig 2. However, in generalb̂1 6= b1,
hencef(b̂2) 6= f(b2). Given perfect self-information ofx1 at
source A, we could simply initilise the detection process by
thea priori information provided for source A according to its
self-information. Note that thisa priori information generated
by pefect self-information may not be equal to the actuala
priori information of our real transmitted packet, which isx̂1,
unless pefect reception is assumed at the relay, when we have
x̂1 = x1, which may be referred to as theidealizedscenario.
By contrast, in arealistic scenario we havêx1 6= x1. The
receiver at source B follows the same design methodology.

III. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

A. Assumptions and Parameters

We have investigated the performance of our system for
transmission over both AWGN and uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading channels. The SECCC scheme of Fig 3 usedR1 = 1/2,
R2 = 3/4, ν = 3 and Gray mapping, hence its overall rate [18]
R=1/3 from Eq. 9. The bit-to-symbol mappers are QPSK
mappers. Hence, we haveη = 0.67 bit/s/Hz. The same encoder
is used in our SPC-SECCC scheme, as depicted in Fig 2. Since
there are two users, the normalized per-user transmission rate
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of the two users exchanging information in two time slots will
be2/3 bit/symbol. Similarly, the direct link based transmission
between the two users each having a transmission rate of2/3
bit/symbol also exchanges information in two different time
slots, as shown in Fig 1. The SPC-SECCC scheme imposes
the additional complexity of the twin-stream detector, butdoes
not cause any throughput reduction compared to an SECCC
scheme. We considered an information block length of1000
bits per frame and the number of SECCC decoding iterations
was fixed toIsd = 10.

B. Simulation Results

We consider a relay node located at the mid-point between
the source/destination nodes A and B. According to Eqs 3
and 4, we haveGar = Gbr = Gra = Grb = 4, while
Gab = 1. Hence from Eq 7 we have,[Eb/N0]r = [Eb/N0]t +
10 log10(Gar). The achievable Phase-I performance is char-
acterized in Fig 4 for transmission over both AWGN and
uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels. The various scenarios
considered were denoted by the legends: ’2u 1i’, ’2u 5i’,
and ’1u’, where (i) represents the number of outer iterations
between the SPC and SECCC decoders, as follows:

• 2u 1i - 2 users and 1 iteration;
• 2u 5i - 2 users and 5 iterations;
• 1u - 1 user.

Observe in Fig 4 that a marked improvement is exhibited by
the BER curve both for AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels,
when outer iterations are invoked. For the AWGN channel,
represented by the solid line, at a BER of10−4 the two-
user scenario requires a 1.5 dB higherEb/N0 than the single-
user case. Similar trends may be observed for Rayleigh fading
channels, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig 4.

The corresponding Phase-II performance is shown in Fig 5
for an AWGN scenario and in Fig 6 for a Rayleigh fading
channel, respectively. The performance of the various scenar-
ios is characterized by the four curves: ’2u w 5i real’, ’2u
wo 5i real’, ’2u w 1i’, ’1u dt’, which represent the following
scenarios:

• 2u w 5i real - witha priori information usingIo = 5 outer
iterations for realistic error propagation at the relay;
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• 2u wo 5i real - withouta priori information usingIo = 5
outer iterations for realistic error propagation at the relay;

• 2u w 1i - with a priori information usingIo = 1 outer
iteration and neglecting error propagation at the relay;

• 1u dt - when we consider having only a direct link
between nodeA and B employing SECCC schemes.
Due to the higher geographical distance between the
two nodes the attainable performance was degraded. The
SPC-SECCC scheme performs better than the ’1u dt’
scheme, although they have the same throughput.

It was concluded that in the absence of errors at the relay,
node A benefits from SPC. In Fig 5 the performance of the
’2u w 1i’ scenario was 3 dB better compared to ’1u dt’. When
assuming the presence of potential errors at the relay, nodeA
still benefits from SPC and its performance is about 1 dB
better than the single-user performance at a BER of10−4 for
the AWGN scenario and about 1.75 dB better for transmission
over Rayleigh channels.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a bi-directional relaying-
aided transmission scheme employing SPC and SECCC-ID.
This enables us to reduce the number of time slots compared
to both conventional relaying and NC, from four to two while
keeping the normalized per-user throughput the same as that

of two single users transmitting and receiving each other’s
information in two different time slots. Realistic transmission
scenarios were considered, where the relay may encounter
decision errors. The performance results gleaned from Fig 5
and 6 suggest that the SPC-SECCC system achieves a low
BER even for realistic error-infested relaying. Our futurework
will concentrate on supporting an increased number of users
under different channel conditions.
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